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overned by the proper law of the contract.1 This law determines,
:>r instance, whether a contract is discharged by bankruptcy,2
by the outbreak of war,* by a moratorium4 or by subsequent im-
possibility;5 and whether a surety is discharged if the creditor
accepts a part-payment from the principal debtor.6
It is important to consider the impact of this principle upon Discharge
the novation of a debt. Novation is effected by a new contract J*vttion
which extinguishes an existing obligation by substituting for
it another, as, for example, by changing one of the existing
parties. If A owes B £,100 under a contract for the sale of goods
and later A^ B and X agree that X shall pay the debt to 5, the
effect clearly is to discharge A from his liability for the price
of the goods. Such a substitutio personarum involves two distinct
elements or stages—first, the discharge of one debtor and then
his replacement by another.7
This analysis becomes significant in a case containing a
foreign element, for, since it is obvious that the discharge of the
original debtor, A^ will not be effective unless it is effective in
the eyes of the law that governs his contract with 5, it follows
that where a conflict of laws occurs it is the proper law of the
original contract that alone determines whether an alleged
novation has extinguished ^'s liability.8 This is true whether
the debt is already due at the time of the novation or whether
it will accrue due in the future.9 In short, the contractual nexus
between A and B can be dissolved only by the law to which their
contract is subject.
Suppose, for example, that a partnership, carrying on business in
Ruritania and composed entirely of members resident and domiciled
in that country, buys goods from an English supplier under a contract
that is admittedly governed by English law. Before the price of the
goods has been paid, A, one of the partners, retires from the firm. By
English law, A is still personally liable for the price unless the English
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